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nation's top providers. Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's top providers.
Ships to most countries. Also check out our overview of motorcycle webshops at Bikez. List
related bikes for comparison of specs. Buying a bike starts at Bikez Get a list of related
motorbikes before you buy this Yamaha. Inspect technical data. Look at photos. Read the
riders' comments at the bike's discussion group. And check out the bike's reliability, repair
costs, etc. You can also sign up for e-mail notification when such bikes are advertised in the
future. And advertise your old MC for sale. Our efficient ads are free. You are also welcome to
read and submit motorcycle reviews. Rating sample for this Yamaha bike. Touring capabilities
for the Yamaha YX Radian: You can also compare bikes. It has a four cylinder engine that was a
tuned down version of what Yamaha had in their sport bike, the Yamaha Seca, or XJ That single
upgrade improves the front profile significantly. However, the paint jobs were not the most
stylish. I had a chance to ride one of these today for a few hours, and it was a really enjoyable
bike. The footpegs are a tiny bit forward of directly underneath the rider. The bars are a nice
height, the engine is very smooth. The gearbox was, even after 24k and almost 30 years,
extremely tight and smooth. The characteristic clunk of some older gearboxes was non existent.
No false neutrals and very easy to find neutral between first and second, even if stopped. Also it
has 6 speeds! The bike was light in the corners and provided good feedback, although the
shocks on this particular bike were a bit worn. I think this may have helped create some of the
jumpiness I had over some bumps. The bike itself only weighs about lbs dry, and the seat is
relatively low. Supposedly the seat is The old suspension might have reduced it by a half inch
or so, but it felt more like 29 inches high to me. The rear does have a drum though. Most of
these things boil down to preference though. The first is the engine. That being said, the engine,
while being a detuned version of a sport bike engine, is still very dependent on high revving. It
can cruise at lower rpms fine, but it definitely wants to rev. It sounds like an Indy car, it really
has a ferocious roar. Personally, I like bikes that have satisfying torque at lower rpms, even if
the majority of the power is up high. The second con, and surely after more time on the bike you
would get used to it, is the foot shifter itself. Sometimes I would miss the shifter with my foot
when trying to downshift after having had my foot away from the shifter for a bit. Another small
con, is the valve adjustment process on these engines. In these engines you need to remove
and replace small cylindrical shims, which you need to measure out and order. You also have to
wait a week or so until the correct shims arrive. Skip to content. Motorcycle Reviews. August 7,
August 7, Lexicon. Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. LadyCruiser , Feb 20, Joined: Oct 18,
Oddometer: Location: Warsaw. CharlestonADV , Feb 20, I'm enjoying your report and writing
style. BTW, a small cable and lock that can be easily carried in a pocket provide a bit of security
when leaving gear on the bike. TigerMike , Feb 21, I envy you for doing such a trip, especially at
such a moment in your life. Nice write-up too! Streetslammer , Feb 21, Klay , Feb 21, Joined:
Nov 19, Oddometer: , Location: right here on my thermarest. What a great trip! Thanks for
writing, and now I can't wait for the end. Joined: May 12, Oddometer: 6, Location: texas coast.
ADV Sponsors. The Cheese , Feb 22, Joined: Jan 29, Oddometer: 6 Location: Philly. Hi Anna, I
just wanted to drop a note and let you know what a huge fan of yours I am. Because I am a
Radian afficiando, that's one reason I bought my first Radian used in with miles on it, and then I
rode the snot out of it, putting miles on it over the next 5 years, commuting in Philly, sporting
everywhere, and touring across I bought my current '86 Blue about 8 years ago, and now have
another one for parts Great bike, super capable, reliable, and fun! You probably know about
these links already, but I want to mention the finest Radian Website in the Universe as well as
the best informational source: BadRad The archives are invaluable, in terms of Radian
knowledge. I hope you, or someone following your awesome story, enjoy the links I provided I
am a true lover of the Radian, and I look at your pictures of your bike, and I know the emotion
you feel, because I own one of these awesome machines, too. Trusty steed She just called me a
"steed!!!!!! This is really different with my experience with this bike, where I usually count on
miles between fuelings more or less, depending on highway or byway riding. At Miles, riding at
highway speeds, I had miles left on Reserve Can you elaborate on this point? Did you at some
point find some issue that was causing this abysmal gas mileage? Thanks so much for sharing
this story with us Keep the rubber side down! TonyKZ1 likes this. Rich, just guessing but

loaded down like this may have assisted in the lower MPG on the trip. Could have been
mechanical, but that is one loaded motorcycle. Good thing women are generally more organized
than men, because I know I could never pack that well every day. Gotlabs likes this.
CharlestonADV , Feb 23, The Cheese , Feb 23, Thanks CharlestonADV and Dirt, but I have
experience with a fully loaded Radian like that, and it really didn't affect the mileage much
Riding before without all my gear I could get miles on my little 3 gallon tank. But now with the
extra load I realized I might have a problem in remote areas like Alaska with having enough gas.
I ended up stopping six times total that day in miles. Seems her mpg change came after loading
the bike for the trip. She got your mileage before the gear was added. WTF was that crazy reply
posted at around ? Disappeared really fast. Must have been some spam crap. Joined: Jan 26,
Oddometer: 10, Location: Atlanta. It was from vialfelepaY, and it was several paragraphs of
nonsense about clothes, models and mannequins. I could post it from my email notification, but
obviously the powers that be saw correct in deleting it as it proved no relevance to this or any
thread on ADV. Think that higher altitude riding may have played a part, too? I've never loaded a
bike down like she did, and made a comparison on mileage. Living in Texas, not much high
altitude to ride, either Want to know how she handled her days on the ferry AceRph , Feb 23,
Spent the afternoon reading this fine report. Very few riders are as tough as you. Good job,
Anna. Great RR, thanks for taking us along. Just spent two mornings reading this great RR over
multiple cups of jo. Very inspiring Anna. The Cheese , Feb 24, ONandOFF likes this. You must
log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot
your password? Make Yamaha. Model Radian. This is a great bike with just a few dings in the
tank. Pipes have scuffs from tip overs,the front fender has a few small scrapes too. Just had
carbs cleaned, new needle seats and battery.. It runs good but still misses a little. This is a
Yamaha YX Radian its very clean and in very good condition. Completely original with no
modifications, a nice example of a bike from this era. Tires and brakes in good condition, new
control cables, new uni brand air filter and NGK spark plugs, fresh oil too. Very little left to do in
order for this bike to be an ideal first bike or daily commuter. Clear title, comes with owners
manual and maintenance manual. Everything on the bike works, it starts, drives and shifts good
for a bike of this age, but of course its not perfect with a couple scratches here and there.
Seems the carburetors may need some adjusting to make it run perfect because its very cold
natured but once at running temperature its fine. Other priorities have came up so I've simply
ran out of time to play with the bike any longer and need the room. Not the common everyday
Japanese bike you see riding around, these are becoming much more rare to find in this
condition. Ran great for the first year but sat in my garage a year after that. To view that
information, please click on the "view website" link in the details section below. Most of our
bikes are sold fully serviced, detailed and have a nationwide warranty of up to days. And yes,
we also take trades! Model FZR This motorcycle is not an FZR it is a Radian. There was no
category for a Radian. Rare Teal Model. New Battery. This bike gets. Zero to 60 out of the box in
3. Bike is currently register and inspected, comes with bill of sale and a copy of the registration.
NH doesn't issue title for 15 year or older vehicles. Comes with original owner's manual, tool
box, key and service repair manual. I reserve the right to end this auction at any time since this
motorcycle is available for sale online. Feel free to contact me at anytime at should you have
any questions. Thank you! Model YX I have a Yamaha Radian cc. It's got a brand new battery,
and I have regularly maintained it at Moto Milano in Windham, it's got 24, miles and has always
run great. Make an offer while there is still warm weather and the fall foliage to look forward to.
EBC street replacement brake rotors are your fix! These rotors are manufactured from
high-quality materials and are guaranteed to give you pristine stopping performance. EBC street
replacement brake rotors are designed to fit directly onto your OE hub, leaving you worry-free
when it comes time for installation. Get back on the open road and stop your street warrior like
it did when it came from the factory. EBC street replacement brake rotors are cross-drilled and
slotted to help dissipate heat and keep your brake pads from excessive wear. Hollywood, FL.
Grants Pass, OR. Davis, CA. Fort Rice, ND. Cripple Creek, CO. Laguna Niguel, CA. Brooksville,
FL. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Yamaha Radian Year Make
Yamaha Model Radian. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Yamaha Model -.
Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Yamaha : Other yamaha radiant
yx s only 1. Make Yamaha ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No
Emails. Submit Cancel. The mids were challenging times for the motorcycle industry. After
years of double-digit growth, motorcycle manufacturers everywhere found themselves fighting
a steep slide in sales, with little hope of a quick rebound. Faced with a changing and
constricting market, Yamaha, like every company, took a long look at its products and
considered how it should adapt to a new reality. Shedding the bikes that had carried it into the
s, the Hamamatsu-based company redefined its image with a new range of machines including

the V-twin Viragos, the Maxim series, the Vision and the FJ series. In , Yamaha hit two major
home runs when it introduced the 5-valve FZ sport bike and the V-Max, a liquid-cooled, 1,cc V-4
adrenalin rush that quickly became the new king of the strip and the street. The new standard It
was in this environment that Yamaha rolled out the apparently all new more on that in a moment
YX Radian for Although hailed as a new standard, stylistically it was sort of a Mini-Me to Mr.
Power came from an air-cooled, cc inline four exhausting through a stubby, chromed 4-into-2
exhaust system. Using existing parts to create something new was hardly a fresh concept;
manufacturers have been doing it forever, and still do. For another, it cuts development time
enormously, since most of the bike already exists, its parts just waiting to get reassigned to a
new whole. The carburetor airbox was lifted from the Maxim, as was the frame, which made
sense as the FJ engine case was the same as the Maxim, making the FJ mill a bolt-in
proposition. The front disc brake rotors were from the RZ and the calipers from the FJ, while the
shifter was from the Maxim. Outside of its bodywork, the only parts unique to the Radian were
the front forks and rear shocks. It has to be the best buy of the year. Further impressing testers
was the feeling that the Radian was a machine whose whole seemed more than the sum of its
parts. No machine is ever perfect, of course, and the Radian was singled out for a few faults.
Chief among them, ironically enough, was its poor suspension performance. Good looking, well
mannered, more than fast enough and remarkably cheap, the Radian is still one of the best buys
from the s. Not a cruiser, although it leaned heavily that direction, and certainly not a sport bike,
it was, however, a better performer than either its looks or lineage would suggest. Styling came
straight from its big brother, the ZL Eliminator introduced in But importantly, while the ZL lost
5hp to the Ninja overall, it was actually faster mph 3. The Ninja could best the ZL in final top
speed, but at anything less the ZL would actually leave the Ninja in the dust. Not yet â€” and
maybe never â€” a classic, the ZL is an interesting reminder of mids style and performance.
Introduced in , the Nighthawk was an odd recipe of one part old-school to two parts new. Even
so, it featured new-school amenities like hydraulic lifters making valve adjustments a thing of
the past , a no-maintenance driveshaft, electronic ignition, an automatic adjuster for the cam
chain and a spin-on, automotive-style oil filter. But the fact it was carrying an extra 80 pounds
over the Radian erased any potential top end advantage. Like the Radian, many testers saw it as
a new take on an old routine, the standard. I purchased a Radian from a guy in Long Beach Ca.
It was totally complete. I put it on my bike stand and started to bring it back to life. I removed the
carbs and upon opening them I found what you might expect, Petrified internals. I own a vapor
honing company so I wet blasted the carbs purchase all new guts and put them back together. I
blasted the wheels, rotors sprockets and valve cover and calipers. Rebuilt the calipers and all
new brakes. Installed a new chain and had to buy an after market front brake master cylinder. I
polished the shocks exhaust system rear brake hub and powder coated the Swing arm. I
installed all new wheel bearings and seals new tires and adjusted the valves changed the oil
and filter air cleaner plugs and cleaned everything. Installed a new battery and a new head light.
The original seat original paint and tank and all plastics are in outstanding shape for an I was
planning on flipping it but it looks so nice I'm going to keep it. I have a radian yx myself it is a
great bike plenty of power. Back in , I was ready to buy my first bike. A buddy of mine had a
Radian, so of course the Radian was on my short lists of bikes I considered. As a matter of fact,
the Radian is the reason I subscribe to Motorcycle Classics, hoping to get all the pointers
needed to revive my beloved Radian. Hey editors, how about a story about bringing a stored
Radian back from ten years of storage. I've got the perfect bike that you can borrow. Motorcycle
Classics is America's premier magazine for collectors and enthusiasts, dreamers and restorers,
newcomers and life long motorheads who love the sound and the beauty of classic bikes. Sign
In. Register Today! Continue Reading. Share your thoughts. Related Content. Add to cart. Moto
Guzzi: The Complete Story. Triumph TR Print. Xs Print. The MV Agusta Museum. Red Eliason.
All in the Family: Yamaha XS The sound and the fury: celebrate the machines that changed the
world! Join Today! It's a parts-room special, you see, a new model that Yamaha fabricated by
merely bolting together a collection of relatively low-tech components borrowed from several of
its existing models. The styling is one of the few things not lifted from any other Yamaha, but
even it is not truly original, for the Radian is simply a slightly modernized rendition of the UJM
Universal Japanese Motorcycle , the "Standard" type of bike that has been on the
endangered-species list for the past few years. This sounds like a description of a bike that has
very little going for it. But nothing could be farther from the truth. The Radian is an excellent
motorcycle, one that's versatile enough to perform superbly in just about any kind of
street-riding scenarios, and able lo excel in many of them, it has the most exciting engine
performance of any current motorcycle of its size and type, and it'll outhandle most anything
but pure sportbikes. It's so competent that the average rider will probably ride better and have
more fun on it than he would on any of the narrow-focus middleweight sportbikes. So rather

than being a forgettable motorcycle, the Radian just might turn out to be the success story of If
that happens, it won't be because the Radian is built of leading-edge componentry. The engine,
for example, is the same basic powerplant that has been powering the FJ lor the past couple of
years. But while that two-valve-per-cylinder, air-cooled inline-Four might seem almost
anachronistic in this era of four- and five-valve cylinders and liquid-cooling, the fact is that the
FJ has been murdering its competition in box-stock roadracesâ€”due, in large part, to its
engine. It has simply outrun everything else on the track. Before being slipped into the Radian,
however, the six-speed, dohc engine was mildly retuned for more low-end and mid-range power.
Slightly smaller carburetors and a recalibrated exhaust system were what did the trick, along
with revised intake-cam timing. These minor engine changes are intended to make this
general-purpose bike more pleasant for around-town riding than the FJ sport-bike, which was
kind of dead at low and medium rpm. And while the Radian's power output in those rev ranges
is still not likely to cause any dislocated shoulders, the bike is nonetheless quite peppy and
responsive at moderate engine speeds by middleweight standards. Roll-on acceleration is
decent if not spectacular, and the engine has an almost linear power output from around rpm all
the way up to its 10,rpm redline. The end result is a motorcycle that, in most normal riding
situations, at least feels every bit as quick as the racer-replicas in the 50O-6OOcc class, even if
it really isn't. Like the engine, the frame comes from another Yamaha, but the donor in this case
is the discontinued XJ Maxim. The and engines share the same basic main cases, so the frame
required no reworking to allow the larger engine to fit. It has, however, been beefed up to handle
the 's extra power and weight. To get brakes for the Radian, Yamaha used RZ rotors and FJ
calipers up front, and put a drum brake on the rear that is much like several other Yamaha rear
drum setups. That rear brake tends to lock easily in panic-stop situations, but the discs work
very well. The front brakes have a positive feel and give a lot of feedback, allowing quick,
predictable stops without front-wheel lockup. Two key areas of the Radian that were not
equipped with recycled parts are the front fork and the rear shocks, all of which were built for
this bike alone. The fork offers no adjustments whatsoever, but it works well in situations
ranging from cruising in town to thrashing around a racetrack. The shocks aren't quite as good
as the fork, though, for the Radian's twin rear units suffer from inadequate rebound damping.
That trait is most noticeable on short, choppy bumps, especially at higher speeds. The ride is
fairly smooth most of the time, and larger bumps at moderate speeds are no problem.
Altogether, the Radian handles far better than its chassis specifications might indicate. On
backroads, the bike is not only a blast to ride, it's easy to ride. It responds best to a smooth
touch, because the chassis requires only subtle rider inputs to change direction. And because it
responds so immediately to the rider's actions, the Radian feels very sporty, despite its fairly
upright seating position and medium-rise handlebar. Getting through the turns quickly is an
almost effortless affair, as the steering is light and precise, and the bike is quite stable. This
ease of maneuvering is aided by the fact that you don't have to keep the engine wound tightly to
get from turn to turn quickly. And riders who choose to corner the Radian aggressively will take
comfort in knowing that its Dun-lop tires provide good traction, and that the cornering clearance
is adequate for all but the most gonzo of charges along a twisty backroad. Around town, the
Radian is equally delightful. The clutch has a light pull and the engine comes on reasonably
strong off idle, making the bike easy to get moving. The low-speed handling is exceptional, due
to the bike's light feel and responsiveness. And its small size, dictated by the dimensions of the
XJ's frame, is an asset for urban riding. For a beginning rider, though, or one who is rather
small, the compactness of the Radian will be one of its more attractive features. Nonetheless,
the bike still is capable of handling a wide variety of assignments, while keeping a rider of
almost any size reasonably comfortable in the process. A rubber engine-mounting system
isolates virtually all vibration from the rider, and the seat offers good support and is narrow
enough to allow him to move about freely. So after all is said and done, the. Radian is
everything it promises not to be. Its parts-bin heritage and standard-bike configuration lead one
to think that it would be a dead-boring, middle-of-the-paek performer; but in actuality it is a fast,
agile middleweight that is as exhilarating to ride as many more technically sophisticated
machines. But by far the best thing about the Radian is not its spirited engine performance or
roadracer-like handling; it's the bike's price. It has to be the best buy of the year. And perhaps,
in terms of motorcycle per dollar, the best buy in quite a few years. Just as. In the end, the
Radian is a welcome solution to some of the problems that confront motorcycling today:
over-complexity, planned obsolescence, increasing specialization and high prices, to name just
a few. The Radian represents a more-rational approach to building and marketing new models,
and a timely one, as well. Someone at Yamaha had the right idea; after that, building a
motorcycle as good as the Radian had to be the easy part. Home Manufacturer Contact. Of
course, the flip side of the Radi- an's s
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mallness is that the bike is not all that roomy. So after all is said and done, the Radian is
everything it promises not to be. Just as important, that bargain price puts a full-size
motorcycle of top quality and high performance within the reach of a lot more first-time buyers,
a consideration that the manufacturers have too long neglected. E3 Source Cycle Word Yamaha
YX S Radian. Make Model. Yamaha YX Radian. Four stroke, transverse four cylinder, DOHC, 4
valves per cylinder. Bore x Stroke. Cooling System. Air cooled. Compression Ratio. Spark Plug.
Battery 12N. Max Power. Max Torque. Wet malt-plate. Final Drive. Primary Reduction Ratio.
Secondary Reduction Ratio. Gear Ratio. Double cradle. Front Suspension. Telescopic forks, Coil
spring, oil damper. Front Wheel Travel. Rear Suspension. Swing arm , dual shock Coil spring,
oil damper. Rear Wheel Travel. Front Brakes. Rear Brakes. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Caster Angle.
Dry Weight. Wet Weight. Fuel Capacity. Consumption Average. Top Speed.

